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Freude am Fahren [Joy of Driving] Newsletter
•	The BMW Club of Southern Alberta (BMWCSA) publishes
Freude am Fahren in print 4 times per year and emails
Joy of Driving 6 times per year.

Kalender
June 9	
Social & General Meeting - 7:30 pm - 10:00 pm
Contact events@bmwcsa.ca for video conference
invitation
TBA	Father’s Day Drive – theoretically June 21 –
depending on Covid Protocols may be postponed
as it was last year. Updates sent out by
MailChimp email
TBA

See President’s Corner for other Events

Available See the Hagerty Fun Page on our Website NOW
https://www.bmwcsa.ca/bmw-speak/fun-page/
Hope springs eternal!

•	Ideas and opinions are those of the authors, without authentication
by or liability to BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors or Officers. BMWCSA
reserves the right to modify or edit any material or submissions.
•	Material in this newsletter may describe vehicle modifications or
procedures that may void your warranty, cause your car to fail
emissions tests, or make your insurance company or agent unhappy.
BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors and Officers are not responsible for
any consequences that may ensue.
•	Please send Newsletter Items and Questions to Chris Tworek at
Tworek@bmwcsa.ca
•	Please send Address Changes to Glen Cook at
membership@bmwcsa.ca

Please limit phone calls to between the hours of 9:00 AM and 9:00 PM
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On the cover: Rob Leech’s E36 – Chris Tworek Photo

• Be sensitive to changing guidelines
• All are open offering their usual great service
• All follow all safety precautions for you and your ride

Membership in BMWCSA

Directors and Officers

President & Director,
National Club Liaison
Greg Walsh
403-286-2248
walsh@bmwcsa.ca

 Please Support Ricky’s, Austrian Canadian Club
and our Advertisers during these tough times

Membership is a family affair with many of our events devised with
family participation in mind. The family membership of $60 for one year,
$105 for two years and $150 for three years covers all household family
members. You do not have to own a BMW to be a Club member!
To join the club, download the membership form from the link
below and fill in your details: http://bmwcsa.ca/resources/MembershipApplication.pdf
For more info, or to submit your membership application, please email
Glen Cook or Victor Yuen at: membership@bmwcsa.ca
Membership privileges include newsletters and participation in
many social and motoring activities, plus a 15% discount on parts &
lifestyle accessories at BMW Dealerships. After one year of membership,
you will also enjoy a 2% Rebate off MRSP on either a new car or
motorcycle from BMW Canada. This discount is based on MRSP and not
on your negotiated price.
Also many of our advertising sponsors, whose ads appear in our
newsletters, offer discounts to members for parts and services. Please
remember to show your BMWCSA card and identify yourself as a club
member when purchasing parts, accessories and service.

We would like to welcome to the Club:
Chris Herard & Maureen Geres 2013 M3 Cabriolet, 2017 X1
Stephen & Angela Dorey	2017 Audi GT Coupe S Line,
2018 Ford Escape
Dan Peet	1987 E24 M6, 2007 E64 M6
Ben & Moreen Iyer	2006 BMW M3,
2007 Porsche 911 Turbo,
2018 Dodge Demon
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The President’s Corner – Greg Walsh
Every month we gain new members to the Club. I welcome
all you new folks. As new members, I am sure you have lots of
questions about who we are and what we do. When life was
normal, I would invite you out to our monthly Cars, Coffee and
Chat (CC&C) to meet us and a mutual introduce. Hopefully we
will be at that again later this summer. In the mean-time please
feel free to drop me a line with any questions you might have to
either welcome@bmwcsa.ca or walsh@bmwcsa.ca.
We have a new challenge lined up for everyone to keep
you occupied while we are still constrained by Covid-19. Harken
back to your high-school days or frosh-week and rekindle your
enthusiasm for an old-fashioned treasure hunt. Our own Mathew
Sobczak has assembled a team to put together an auto-centric
variation to the hunt. See the article on page 11 for instructions. I
can’t wait to grab my camera and hop into the Pumpkin for this
challenge. P.S. There will be prizes!!

to a tour of the Carstairs track under construction and had an
informative Q&A session following. It was impressive to see
the amount of earth-works and digging that are required to
create this facility. We hear that there are sections of the track
that will be ready for pavement this month! It’s looking good for
Performance Driving this fall.
As you can see in the photo below our Club has kindled
friendships that survive especially through the pandemic. Small
groups have been getting together to share drives like this one
to Sheep Falls. Enjoy yourselves responsibly.

The flip side of the Covid-19 problem is that we are currently
constrained from large group activities but ever hopeful that
increasing vaccinations will allow a return to some semblance of
normality. Along with CC&C, the annual Father’s Day Drive is one
of the temporary causalities. We are planning for a Father’s Day
Drive this year but the timing is dependent on Covid Restrictions.
Please keep tuned to the Kalender on our Web-page and watch
for an email announcement for this Drive later this Summer.
Last month Rocky Mountain Motorsports treated collection of BMWCSA members (in Covid-responsible small groups)
Before I sign off, I wish to remind you that our sponsors need
your support during these difficult times. Especially the eateries
that we have congregated at in the past. If you have the opportunity for a take-out please consider Ricky’s Deerfoot and the
Austrian Canadian Club.
Our Club succeeds because its members step forward.
Thank you All!
I wish you joy of your BMW
Keep Safe and Keep positive!

Greg Walsh

In house dyno – axle mounted – no tire wear – baseline run $180
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Rob Leech’s Lego E36
Editor’s Note: In the March Freude am Fahren, we brought
you E30 stories - The EVO and Cecotto that were the epitome of
what started the M3 legend – and – the story of Dwight’s 1987
325is lovingly enjoyed and resto-rodded since 1990. This month,
we turn to the successor E36.
The E36 was produced from 1990 to 1998 in many BMW
plants throughout the world. It continued the gradual upsizing trend that is prevalent with each new model up to this day.
Generally speaking, the E36 was roughly 8-10% larger in most
dimensions (which included the body size, wheelbase, and
weight) than the E30. For example, E36s came in at 1315-1395
Kg which was easily some 200 kg more than the E30s they
replaced.
It was considered the new breed of BMW, big enough to
be comfortable in and yet relatively light, compact, and quiet.
Styling included a more slippery but classic shape (drag coefficient of.32) with no rain gutters, flush-fitting side-glass with the
windshield wipers tucked under trailing edge of the hood. Many
features such as power seats and windows that were optional on
the E30 were now standard in the E36. Thus, the car became an
upgrade in terms of the daily driving experience.

A little BMW History – the original Euro Spec M3 EVO model
of the E36 never made it to this side of the Atlantic. Rather than
the 321 HP 3.2-liter version available in Europe, North America
got stuck with the 240 HP 3.0 and 3.2-liter versions. Somehow
North America usually got the short end of the stick in that
regard.

Chapter 1: Rob Starts a LEGO kit
Rob started his beast by initially buying a bone stock 1993
325is sometime around 2003. He was lucky enough to find a
1996 Euro Spec M3 EVO 3.2 engine in Europe and after some
finagling had all the important bits shipped over. Thus, the first
incarnation came about with all the 1996 pieces stuffed into the
1993 325is. Along the way, some tuning added another 20 HP
and Rob had created a wolf in sheep’s clothing.
Many happy hours of track time were had with this combination as Rob used the E36 for both personal track time and for
instruction during his stints as an instructor for the BMW and
Porsche Clubs. However, countless laps later, Rob wanted more
speed and power but was getting to the end of performance
tweaks and did not want to go to a turbo or supercharging.

The 316 and 318 models with 4 cylinder 1.8 to 1.9-liter
M43/44 engines were mostly European models and it was the
6-cylinder models starting in the 320 that were found in North
America. These models started with the 2.0 to 3.0-liter M52/54
versions while the top lines had the 3.2-liter S50/52/54 variants.
5 speed manuals or 4 speed automatics were standard. The rear
suspension was the new “Z axle” multilink in the rear that could
be easily modified and adjusted.
The M3 version came in 1992. The Z3 roadster and coupe,
labeled E36-8, were produced 1998-2002. These cars, because
of space limitations in the rear, went back to the semi trailing arm
suspension first used in the 2002 and then E30 models. Purists
to this day say the M Coupe and Roadster road hugging experience, is unparalleled to this day.

Rob Leech and Lego
LEGO is a beautiful well engineered invention with perhaps
the most endearing quality being that as you create some complex masterpiece, you can come back and rebuild it with even
more majesty and technique making it “more better each time”.
Rob Leech likens his 1993 E36 to a complex LEGO kit that
has been enjoyed over and over again with each reincarnation
building on the last adding some additional wow factor. Rob
Leech consistently added various factors which reincarnated
the complex LEGO kit, which was enjoyed over and over again;
therefore adding to its WOW factor! When I saw the car a few
months ago at Tunerworks, it did resemble your typical LEGO
campaign on your kitchen table – “some assembly required” as
the car and multitudinous parts were scattered over two bays –
and – as with all great LEGO projects, instructions were nowhere
to be found!

The emergence of the V8 powered 1999-2003 E39 M5
started creative thinking. However, stuffing in a 400 HP S62
engine into an E36 was a daunting task due to the fact that the
engine was both too expensive (especially if the thought was to
modify it for more performance) and dimensionally challenged
for the tighter E36 engine bay.
But why mess around with an expensive, heavy and too big
BMW V8 when you can find more horsepower at a cheaper dollar that also has the benefit of lighter weight and smaller size?
Enter the Chevrolet LS1 5.7 V8 (Corvette C5). This widely
available and dollar friendly engine is 80 lbs lighter than the
6-cylinder S50B32 BMW engine it replaced. The engine is also
dimensionally smaller because the pushrod V8 does not have
the huge BMW heads containing overhead camshafts and
VANOS units. The other major benefits are better weight distribution as the Chevrolet V8 is shorter than the BMW 6-cylinder
and due to the V8 configuration, has a lower center of gravity.
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So – Rob’s thinking was quite simple – stuff a high horsepower HP V8 that added handling benefits with no turbo lag
issues into a superb handing E36 chassis - and you - might
end up with a contender to take on a Porsche 996 GT2 in all
categories! To boot, the project was partially financed by selling
the BMW S5032 to a U.S. racer who went on to win a few races
with the 6-cylinder.

And now back to the LEGO story –
Chapter Two.
The 2006-2007 project was extremely well documented
by Stan Munn’s February 2007 Freude am Fahren and Amee
Reehal’s September 2011 TractionLife articles. The following are
the highlights of the Chapter 2 Build with editorial comments of
a lesser mind.
There are concepts and visions and then there is the engineering reality. There is the Gas Monkey “it runs” school of building and then there are “The Car Gods will know even if you can’t
see it” approach.
Rob is a LEGO Craftsman and of the latter school. He likes
to think it all out and consider the mechanical and electrical
consequences of decisions that will ultimately impact drivability,
reliability, maintenance and more importantly the enjoyability of
the final product. There is a bit of the Tunerworks “Done Right”
in this but I digress. The essential difficulty was that when Rob
first did this in the early 2000s time period, there were no kits to
do this – they were pioneering!
The essential issue with all these swaps is that the German
wunderkind that designed and built the E36 never contemplated
that someone would take something created halfway around the
world by engineers only starting to inch their way to the metric
system and cram that life form into their design expecting more
perfection and performance.
The most common physical opportunity is that the engine
“almost fits into the engine bay”. Clearing the sheet metal and
strut towers is the easy part. However, Helmet and his crew put a
crossmember where Billy Joe and his gang put an oil pan. Some
would try to graft a new front clip to the car but that would then
result in greatly affecting the beautiful steering geometry and
handling of the E36 EVO design. The answer was a carefully
constructed crossmember that bolts into the BMW using the
same mounting holes plus some urethane motor mounts. The
oil pan still needed some modification to clear the crossmember
which is why an external oil cooler with an Accusump oil pressure
system was added to ensure enough oil in high G situations.
The engine was bolted to a Tremec T-56 six-speed gearbox
used in performance RWD V-8 Chevrolets, Fords and Vipers. A
half-inch steel adapter plate and a custom crossmember with
urethane mounts got it to its new home. A Fidanza aluminum
flywheel and SPEC stage 3 clutch were fitted. The transmission
is about 60 lbs. heavier than the stock M3 gearbox, but again, its
placement helps enhance the car’s center of gravity.
A carbon-fibre driveshaft transfers power to a Diffsonline
40% limited-slip differential. Rob used standard BMW reenforcement plates for the trunk floor differential cradle mounts,

so that the masses of power wouldn’t tear the diff out of the car.
The differential cradle itself was gusseted, boxed and seamwelded for strength.
The good news was that no BMW sheet metal inside of the
engine bay or transmission tunnel was harmed in the making
of this rocket. The compact LS1 sits lower in the engine bay and
you can get your fist between the intake manifold cover and the
strut brace.
The next physical issue once you seat the engine is the
exhaust. Six revisions and 100 hours or more is some indication
of pioneering perseverance. Initial attempts were constructed in
mild steel. After all the configuration bugs were worked out, a
princely sum was spent on stainless-steel tubing and ceramiccoated. Chris Andrews and Arlyn Gohl created this work of art.
A 3” Crossover pipe, Random Technology high-flow catalytic
converters, and a pair of mufflers for noise abatement make the
car street legal. It almost hurts that you can buy ready-made
headers today, however the off-the-shelf headers still pale in
comparison to this one-off set.
Did we mention that Rob was not going to all this trouble
without a few motor tweaks? The all-aluminum LS1 5.7-litre
V8 ultimately dyno’ed at 455 horsepower at the rear wheels or
about 535 horsepower at the crank.
Forged pistons, balanced and blueprinted bottom end, block
girdle, ported oil pump, dual-row timing chain, AFR heads, competition-ground AFR camshaft, competition dual valve springs,
competition lifters and chrome-molybdenum pushrods, NW
90mm throttle body, FAST LSX 90 mm intake manifold, 4” coldair intake, SLP 85 mm MAF, 42# injectors, large fuel pump were
to blame for the improvement!
The cooling system included a custom-built radiator with a
thicker core and hose inlet and outlet located specific to the V8.
A standard E36 temperature sensor was built into the rad to
communicate with the BMW’s temp gauge.
Now that you have everything looking like it will run, the next
big wall is electrical and engine control. Yes – you can “Roadkill”
the solution with enough splices and electrical tape in the middle
of some parking lot in a blizzard or you can do it Rob’s way.
Rob had been along for the ride on the first version of the
famous LS swap when Paul Botting and Trevor Petrow laid the
groundwork by installation a GM LS1 into Trevor’s E36 sedan, in
which many of the “now what opportunities” were worked over
long hours and several expressions of “Gosh darn - What a great
hobby!”.
Paul Botting figured out most of the what-connects-to-what.
The GM engine wiring harness was used and a GM engine computer was located in the under-hood bay for the BMW’s computer. The engine was OBDII and the diagnosis port was located
under the dash. The rest of the car electronics were OBDI and
used the standard BMW wiring harness so that all lights gauges
and so forth are as Helmet’s Gang intended. The two systems
are tied together in a compartment on the firewall. The overall
neatness and execution make you think it is just factory stuff!
Koni shocks and custom spring rates, a coil-over kit, caster
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and camber plates and shock mounts by Ground Control, Eibach
anti-roll bars, Powerflex bushings and a BMW Motorsport strut
brace were added. Subsequently, the Koni setup was replaced
with Moton Clubsport. The stock BMW steering rack was
retained.
The forged alloy wheels and big red calipers showing
through the spokes provide the only hints that something nastier
than the stock 240 horsepower S50 six lurks within. Back in the
day Rob used black custom forged 18×9” wheels wrapped in
255/35/18 tires on the streets, and Kosei 17×8.5” with 255/40/17
Toyo RA1 rubber for the track.

REMINDER

BMW Canada Loyalty Discount
for BMW Club Canada Members
Members are reminded to follow the proper process
to avoid losing the discount
•	
This is a BMW Canada Plan – BMW Clubs only
administer the application process
• The Loyalty Discount:
o	2% off MRSP up to $2000 (regardless of any
other deal at dealership)
o Applies to new vehicles and motorcycles
o	Applicant must have been a BMW Club member
for minimum of 12 months
o	Some models may be periodically excluded so
check Club website
• Prior to Purchase Club Member MUST:
o	Fill in application form (see https://www.bmwcsa.ca/membership-overview/benefits/)
o	Email to Club President at walsh@bmwcsa.ca
BEFORE PURCHASE
		 •	It can take up to 2 weeks for processing so
apply early
o	Only the Member may submit the application,
no Dealership nor anyone else may submit it
on their behalf
•	Upon membership verification by the BMW Club,
BMW Canada emails discount letter to member
o	Letter is good for up to six (6) months on any
new model
o	
Member presents discount letter to Dealership
during purchase process – cannot be done
retroactively!
•	Each member may use only one (1) discount in any
12-month period but can apply for a letter multiple
times
•	Questions – contact Greg Walsh at walsh@bmwcsa.ca
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Brakes were upgraded to Stoptech 4-wheel 332mm big
brake upgrade, paired with Stoptech SS brake lines. Rob chose
these brakes because of their stopping power and they also
allowed him to run both the 17” and 18” wheels for track and
street. Another advantage to the Stoptech balanced brakes kit is
the ability to easily change the brake pads between street and
track.

The exterior was finished in factory-original metallic Sterling
Silver paint with the standard E36 M3 aero kit. Rob chose the
factory 1997 M3 aero-kit because factory components have had
the most wind tunnel testing, opposed to other aftermarket products. The overall effect is aerodynamic and handsomely simple in
its clean lines. Other cosmetics include black kidney grills; Euro
headlights with a HID upgrade along with Euro clear lighting; a
rear lip spoiler; and brake ducts to replace driving lamps.
Inside, Koenig Sport seats are a light-weight alternative to
the stock seats; a Schroth harness, a custom steering wheel
and a Delrin shift knob nicely augment the BMW ambiance. The
Euro-spec gauge cluster from the car’s previous power train
remains in place, although a few VDO accessory gauges compliment the BMW dashboard.

So – how did this version do and was Rob happy?
How about 0-60 mph in four seconds? The quarter mile
in 12 seconds at 123 mph, and a top speed of 188 mph. The
car clearly worked and qualified clearly as an upper end LEGO
Technics project!

Chapter 3: Never Knew LEGO made a
Boomerang Kit
Rob had even more fun with his 535 HP monster than before
but a time came when he decided to sell the car to a good friend.
The friend had great fun also. However, on a rather eventful
track day, the fabled LS1 decided to grenade mainly due to some
inane need for oil. Subsequent suspicion fell on the oil line from
the trunk mounted Accusump System. It ran under the rear seat
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and may have been inadvertently crimped by the back seat.
And the LEGO Kit boomeranged back to Rob.

Chapter 4: Rob finds a LS3
Now that he had the car back, Rob decided on a rebuild.
A LS3 engine was located. Basically, similar to the LS1, the
LS3 has some different dimensions on various accessories but
basically fits like a glove into the E36 while providing even more
power than the previous LS1 engine.
And so, another Lego Kit Chapter began.
The 6.2 litre engine was built by renowned race engine shop
Brad’s Automotive Machining in 2020. It started with the LS3
aluminum block, stock crank and rods with coated Mahle Clevite
H-Series LS Main Bearings. A Mahle Motorsport LS3 Flat-Top
Forged Piston Set was added. The LS3 heads were fitted with
lightweight hollow stem GM LS3 intake valves and Ferrea 1.600”
Competition Plus hollow stem exhaust valves.
The cam was ground by Texas Speed & Performance
using Pat G custom endurance lobes. Texas Speed also supplied the dual valve spring kit featuring springs from PAC and
PRC Integrated Seat/Seals plus lightweight spring retainers.
COMP Max-Lift BSR rockers with Johnson Lifters Race ‘Slow
Leakdown’ and larger diameter Manton Pushrods and Katech
C5-R timing chain complete the valve train. All of the internal
fasteners are motorsport grade from ARP.
There are a host of other performance and reliability
improvements including a Nick Williams 92mm billet throttle
body, an Improved Racing oil pan baffle, crank scraper, and
windage tray kit, Melling oil pump, Edelbrock water pump and
a 255lp/h fuel pump. Additional updates were made to the
Accusump oiling system for better engine protection under
extended high G cornering. The clutch and flywheel assembly
is a very trick set-up from SPEC comprising of a 10.5” diameter
lightweight flywheel and a lightweight pressure plate combined
with a Stage 2+ disc that is almost half the weight of the original
GM LS3 set-up.
The street wheels have been updated to BBS CH-R 18x9”
with Bridgestone Potenza RE-71R 255/35R18 tires while the
track wheels are still TBD, but they will be wrapped in Hoosier
R7 rubber. The current suspension consist of Moton Clubsport
external reservoir double-adjustable dampers, Ground Control
coilovers with Eibach ERS springs, Ground Control camber /
caster plates and Eibach sway bars but depending on how
much street vs track time the car sees these components might
make way for a tamer set-up. Steering duties are handled by
the sought-after Z3 1.9 quick-ratio steering rack and a Turn One
power steering pump.
That was perhaps the simple part as Rob went through the
car and freshened up many areas to have it where it is today.
What’s next? Some fine tuning, more engine break-in miles,
a dyno session (predicted output is 480rwhp) … and … many
miles of fun.
The latest version of the LEGO kit:
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Rob’s LEGO Kit

Sources: Tworek Fabrications saved with editing by Misia Rajzyngier and based on interviews with Rob Leech and previous
articles by Stan Munn and Amee Reehal. Photos by Tunerworks and Tworek. LEGO is a registered trademark. LEGO has recently
brought out a line of highly affordable cool cars from Dodge, Chevrolet, McLaren, Ford and Koenigsegg, introducing six new Speed
Champions, with three single-car kits and three double-car kits. Sadly, only a BMW R1200 Motorcycle is available in Lego.
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BMWCSA Scavenger Hunt 2021
The BMW Club of Southern Alberta is excited to announce
our first-ever scenic scavenger hunt, a fun, safe and refreshing opportunity to experience the Joy of Driving. You will get to
explore your area, showcase your ride, and most importantly do
it safely! This is an individual and not a group activity so there are
no Covid restriction issues.
Test your knowledge of local and regional points of interest. Twenty locations are described by clues. First, decipher the
clues, then between June 7 to June 28, travel to some or all of the
sites. This is a opportunity to enjoy your favorite ride as you visit
desired spots and explore new attractions.
To participate in the scavenger hunt please email a photo of
your car (does not have to be a BMW) at each location you visit
between June 7 and 28, 2021. The deadline for submissions is
11:59 PM end of day Monday, June 28. Email as often as you like
with one or with multiple locations.
We plan to use some of the photos in upcoming newsletters
and prefer pictures of your car and locations only, without persons appearing in the image, as we do not have signed consent
from anyone to use their image. If you wish to send in submissions, but do not want to have your photo(s) used in our newsletter please clearly indicate DO NOT USE PHOTO in the text of
your email. Again, any photo that includes people will count as
a valid entry, but cannot be used in our newsletter.
• Send submissions to events@bmwcsa.ca
•	In the Subject line enter BMWCSA SCAVENGER HUNT
2021
•	For each photo submission, please make sure the monument or attraction can be easily identified so we can
qualify the entry.
• In the text field
o	Include your name, membership number and a contact
number.
o Include the name of the location

SCAVENGER HUNT location clues:
1. 		 1891 Senators Victorian House
2.

NWMP Outpost where two rivers meet.

3.

Calgary’s “Wonderland”

4.

Home of the National Music

5.

Ignite your imagination

6.

One of Canada’s largest ski and snowboard schools

7. 		Where you can go back in time and take unleaded
gasoline
8.

Leaping over obstacles, fences and chevrons

9. 	Check out Dunvegan Gardens, farmers market and
Aquaponics
10. 	This small business is known for its favorite ice cream
west of Calgary
11.

Old Western theme shopping mall west of Calgary

12. 	The home and training center for the 1988 Canadian
Olympic Biathlon Team
13. 	Enormous Stone carried east from the Rockies on a
glacier
14. 	1887 Pullman car located at this tree farm attraction
15. 	The Sundance Kid worked at this historic Cowboy
Ranch
16. 	Cascading water west of Robert and John Turner’s
settlement.
17. 	Home of a fully functional WWll bomber
18. Alberta’s first craft distillery of whiskey, gin, and vodka.
19. 	Century old ghost town bar still contains remnants of
bullet holes framed on the walls.
20. 	The Horton Water Spheroid, also knows as “The Green
Onion”

o	
If you do not want your photo
used in our newsletter indicate
DO NOT USE PHOTO in the text.
Photos with people will qualify as a
submission, but cannot be used in our
newsletter.
As an added incentive, there will be
prizes for the three members who correctly
decipher the most clues and visit the most
locations on the list. Earliest entry breaks
any tie. Prizes will be announced in an
upcoming newsletter and will be awarded
at the Annual Summer Barbeque. The
winners’ names will be included in the
announcement.
Not a Clue - just an idea of car and landmark photo!
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BMW i8 – A slam dunk, or a horrible compromise?
It’s September 2020, and the long dry summer is drawing
to an end. Sitting at traffic lights in SE Calgary just a few weeks
into i8 ownership, in fact a few weeks into owning my first EVER
BMW, I hear someone honking their horn at me and trying to get
my attention. First thought, who did I cut off?... did I forget to use
my turn signals? (BMW drivers always signal right?;-) ). I was
told that the i8 gets a lot of attention, so I’m hoping this is going
to turn out to be a car guy appreciating the i8, not a car-jacking!
The lights go green, and we come to a stop 100 metres
further up the road at the next set, at which point the friendly
gentlemen gets out of his X5 and hands me a copy of Freude
am Fahren magazine pointing out the i8 article in it, is a good
read. That’s how I end up joining this club, and how this article
came to be.

deferred maintenance, so you’re not in for a whole world
of financial hurt with mechanical issues, and it has to have
a well documented history.
3.	Go with what you know…. Being from the UK, and moving to Canada 15 years ago when I was 34, this ruled out
muscle cars, and 50’s/60’s classic Americana… I just
don’t know enough to know what meets the above criteria, so I felt I should stick with European cars.
4.	Finally, as BBC TV’s Top Gear and The Grand Tour car
guru James May would say, “it’s got to give you the fizz!”
– that feeling when you look at it, and get in and drive it
that makes the hairs on the back of your neck stand up
and tingle.

1.	Find something where depreciation had bottomed out,
but not yet going up in value – seems easy but it takes
timing, a lot of research and a leap of faith!

So, after spending a long summer in 2014 beginning to
despair that I would find a car that matched my criteria, I finally
found one, a beautiful and well looked after 2000 Ferrari 360
Modena in Rosso Corsa red out of San Francisco (they’re
cheaper than some new BMWs, well at least they were). I took
the plunge and bought it. I flew down and met up with the 360 in
Reno Nevada (delivered there to avoid the California sales tax),
and had a blast driving it back 1800km to Calgary, handling the
import myself for the first time…. a nail-biting 26 easy (?) steps
I’m not sure I’d want to repeat. Happy memories of the journey
back and it was great to find out that there are no official hard
speed limits in Montana, as far as I recall.

2.	Go for something a bit older (most newer vehicles are
still depreciating) but that’s been well looked after, no

As anyone in Oil and Gas in Alberta knows it was just a
couple of months after my purchase when in October of 2014

Before I tell you what my experience of owning an i8 has
been like, whether it is indeed a slam-dunk or a horrible compromise of a car, let’s step back a little a reflect on the car journey
that led me to i8 ownership. It’s 2014 and I had been doing some
research into whether it was possible to own an exotic car on an
IT solution architect’s salary in the Calgary Oil and Gas business.
Surprisingly (or not), I convinced myself that if you followed a few
simple rules, it could be done. Those rules, for me at least, are:
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things took a turn for the worse in
the economy and the supply glut
happened causing oil prices to
nose-dive. People were getting let
go from their jobs, and I was wondering whether I had bitten off more
than I could chew, hoping that there
would still be a Ferrari market in
Alberta when I came to sell.
Fortunately, two things happened. The price of the Canadian
dollar tanked, and Ferrari prices
are pegged against the US $, at
least in North America, making the
car relatively cheaper in Canadian
dollars, and along with that, the
prices of 360s began to climb, following its predecessor’s F355 pattern. I decided that I liked this exotic
car experience, ‘though people tell
me it’s like dating a supermodel –
you never know when she’s going
to throw a tantrum, take all your
money and leave! There were lots of
other cars I liked and wanted to try
and buy (sequentially not in paral-
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•	Driving at night is a cool experience, cocooned in various
cabin colors created by glowing light-strips and a deep
blue glow to the entire interior
And here are some of the cons:
•	The engine noise is ‘fake’ - electronically generated and
piped-in (and out via an external sound module), so it’s
not like a v8 – it still sounds great though, like a space ship
in Eco mode and nice roar in sport mode – some people
don’t like this, and I get that
•	Braking takes a bit of getting used to – it’s like having 2
stage brakes, first one when you lift off, the regenerative
braking the car slows down more than normal, then you
apply the actual brakes, so it can take a bit of practice to
bring the car smoothly to a halt.

lel!), so I put the 360 up for sale, and subsequently sold it within
a few weeks, just 1 year after buying it, for more than I paid for
it. So now the game’s afoot, can I repeat that same experience
with another car?
After a longer than anticipated break, its 2020 and I start to
look again. This time its between an Aston Martin v8 Vantage,
and the BMW i8, both of which I think have close to bottomed out
on depreciation for the early years of both models.
As luck would have it, a 2014 i8 came up for sale in Calgary
in August 2020 after a couple of months of looking. Very few
seem to be for sale in Calgary, most were in Vancouver or
Toronto. This was a Sophisto Grey with Protonic blue exterior
trim and ivory interior, and a low 27,000 km documented history
with an extended warranty until 2024. We agreed a price and it
was mine within a few days. Yay!
So, what’s it like owning an i8? Here are some of the pros:
• Beautiful looks, gets lots of attention
• Those doors - it’s worth it all just for those butterfly doors!
•	You can use it as a fuel-efficient daily driver with a comfortable, stylish and modern interior

•	Rear trunk gets hotter than the depths of hell (engine
compartment is in there) so having groceries or anything
else in there on a long journey not really practical, but you
could probably BBQ burgers back there in the winter!
•	Rear seats are only big enough for kids
•	Opening the hood is not a straightforward affair and is a
2-person job, but fortunately you can top-up the windshield washer fluid without opening by pouring it in though
a small flap at the bottom of the windshield
•	Tires are narrow (for fuel efficiency) and so it means this is
not a track car without some upgraded wheels and tires
• It’s very wide and only just fits on my 4-post car lift
•	
It’s a complicated car, and some suffer from cooling
issues, coolant leaks or AC compressor failures. It’s exacerbated by the AC compressor cooling both the interior
and the batteries, and if it fails catastrophically it can send
shards of metal into the coolant lines and clearing/replacing these involves dropping the battery out – not a small
job, and can be a five-figure fix. Glad I have a warranty!
Although I don’t drive it during the winter months, I’ve
learned many things about the i8 since buying it. It’s an interesting and unique car, and Pat Freeman’s YouTube channel (Pat’s

•	It’s great as a grand tourer, or a sporty summer car,
while ‘only’ 357 combined horsepower, the way it
delivers it with the gas and electric motor working in
unison makes it seem much more. CarWow’s YouTube
review describes it as ‘an absolute weapon for overtaking’ and overtaking acceleration is on par with a
Ferrari 458, so they say
•	Running in Sport mode gives fantastic performance,
with paddle-shifters AND it charges the battery at the
same time too!
•	Running in all electric mode (only about 22km range) is
very surreal with virtually silent operation
•	
It’s all-wheel-drive in sport mode (front by electric
motor, rear by gas engine) makes for great handling
and acceleration
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Online Garage) has been invaluable to figuring out the different
1048 RFN BMWClubAd-3.indd
driving modes, including the ‘hold state of charge’ function, how
to fix various issues, how to enhance it like using Bimmercode
app to configure various convenience options and settings, and
interior lighting colors, and permanently open the electronic
exhaust flap so it delivers that sporty sound all the time.

1

So, to answer my original question, is it a slam dunk or a
horrible compromise? Most definitely a slam dunk that ticks all
the boxes! Rare to find such a fun car that can be a daily driver,
a sports car, and a GT car. I have had no issues with it and I love
driving it, and if we are all able to get together at some point for
a club meet, I’ll happily bring it along for people to take a closer
look. The acceleration, the looks, the attention to comfort, and
the technology in it for a 2014 vehicle are truly staggering. EVERY
review I’ve ever read about the i8, including from the hard-toplease Jeremy Clarkson, concludes that its an awesome car, and
that’s definitely my experience of it.
It leaves me really with only one big problem… in order to
move on to the next car on my list, the thing that will be the most
difficult part of owning this amazing car will be having to say
goodbye.

Article and Photos by Stuart Payne
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The Race Car Scene
Thomas Schenk’s 2002 Vintage Racer
Thomas’s 1971 BMW 2002 race car has progressed through
body and paint and is now being put back together. Paint and
final body were meticulously completed by CSN Okotoks’ Sean
Kell. Painted a dove grey on the inside, trunk, and engine bay,
Mercedes AMG Green Hell Magno was chosen as the exterior
color. The satin paint finish highlights the Alpina flares fantastically. Note the Removable Nose – makes the engine removal
and install much faster.

Son, Nico, born to race!

Italian signal lights

Removable Nose

Back Home with Gracie (featured September 2020)

Classified
Interested parties can refer to www.bmwcsa.ca for additional photos in many cases.
For Sale: Set of (4) 2014 BMW 335I XDRIVE GRAN
TURISMO Wheels and Tires
(M Performance Package Rims with 225/50/R18 Continental
Winter Contact tires)
No imperfections or curb rash, tires used for two seasons
only! $1,500 OBO
Contact: Silvana Giocoli at CSN Continental 403-288-5166 or
silvana@continentalautobody.ca
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E30 M3 Reborn Rocket
In the September 2018 Freude am Fahren, we featured Anthony
Kalcounis’ Reborn Rocket E30, originally built by John Herbst. Recently,
Anthony Kalcounis and Thomas Schenk went through all the nuts and bolts
in preparation to race it together in the NASCC 3-hour Ironman race that has
been postponed until June 20th at Castrol Raceway. The E30 is powered by a
2005 BMW M3 S54 B32.

Credit: Articles and photos by Thomas Schenk

Member Cars and Garages
Cars of Many Colours
Pretty sure it was silver … but I saw it in green … no … it was really red. Another Sheni’s Auto-Trend rescue of one of the 850
Hanger Finds. Fix Auto South Central got it back to its original red!
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2021 BMW X3 and X5 PHEV
Max Landi was evluating the BMW X3 and X5 PHEVs and
provided the following article, photos and videos. As you can
tell, there is a lot to discover about PHEVs. To learn more about
this PHEV, head over to Calgary BMW or BMW Gallery where the
teams will help further explain the advantages!
Note that in our 2017 Fathers’ Day Drive, our test team of
Thelma and Louise, got one of the first X5 PHEVs from Calgary
BMW and wrote up their impressions in our September 2017
Freude and Fahren. At the time, the test drive was a voyage of
discovery as no one was quite sure how a PHEV operated and
especially on a long drive. Thelma and Louise hope to be able
do article on driving impressions to see how far PHEVs have
advanced this summer.
As BMW moves towards a future of electrification, the
steps along the way bridge the gap from the combustionengined vehicles most of us drive to pure electrification. One
of those steps is the plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV), a
category of vehicle that could be described as the ‘best of both
worlds’ from the current market and to where the future of car
buying lies.
The critical difference between a hybrid and a PHEV is the
dedicated electric driving range. Hybrids have a small electrical
capacity that is optimized for fuel efficiency. For PHEVs, they
feature a much larger battery pack and the ability to charge up
by connecting to any power outlet.
Like any other electrified vehicle, the BMW X3 30e and X5
xDrive45e have regenerative brakes that feed a small amount
of electricity into the battery pack when coasting or when the
brakes are applied. Some pure electric vehicles feature a ‘onepedal driving experience’ where the regenerative brakes are so
strong, they can bring the vehicle to a dead stop without ever
using the brake pads and rotors. BMW avoided this approach
with their X3 30e and X5 xDrive45e as the braking experience
and one-pedal attitude can be an unnatural for drivers. At the
end of the day, BMW still wanted their X3 and X5 to drive as well
as any other BMW product.

2021 BMW X3 PHEV
In the case of the BMW X3 30e xDrive, BMW moves their
compact crossover forward with a four-cylinder engine shared
with the 30i models, an electric motor between the engine and
the 8-speed transmission, and a dedicated electric range of
29km. The total combined output for this system is 288 horsepower and 310lb/ft of torque. For the X3 30e xDrive, a 12kWh
lithium-ion battery is housed underneath the trunk floor.
Much like the core BMW products, the X3 30e features the
Sport, Comfort and Eco Pro driving modes. They operate and
change the driving feel of the X3 as one should expect.
However, there is a new button just below these options
that is quite different to other X3’s. Labeled as ‘eDrive’, this button changes the electric and hybrid nature of the X3 30e from
three options listed as Auto eDrive, Max eDrive and Battery
Hold. The Auto mode is how most consumers would expect a
hybrid vehicle to work: using the battery when the driving power
required is low or when coming to a stop, but always having the
gasoline engine ready-to-go.
The Max mode focuses on using all of the electric range
before ever engaging the engine. This will be used by the drivers that want to use up all of the X3’s electrical charge to help
them save a little more money at the pumps. Battery Hold mode
retains a selected level of battery charge set that the energy has
be preserved for later on. For example, when driving on a highway, the electrical charge will be used up quicker so if the Battery
Hold eDrive setting is engaged, this battery power can be used
once off of the highway and driving around at a low speed to
reduce fuel consumption.
Here is a very descriptive video by Max:
https://youtu.be/1kxW47jwT90

2021 BMW X5 PHEV
A 282-hp turbocharged 3.0-liter inline-six is paired with
a single electric motor, ultimately generating a combined 397
horsepower and 443 pound-feet of torque. For the X5 xDrive45e,
a 24kWh lithium-ion battery is housed underneath the trunk floor.
The X5 xDrive45e has a variety of different driving modes
selected by the button layout beside the crystal gear-shifter.
These modes include: Sport, Hybrid, Electric and Battery Hold
mode. The first three modes a relatively straightforward. Each of
these models prioritizes the power delivery of the electric system
and the straight-six gasoline engine in varying levels of output.
The Sport mode always has the engine running with the
electric motor giving XtraBoost capacity at the top of the rev
range where an additional 40 horsepower is unlaced in 10-second surges. Hybrid modes uses both systems to maximize efficiency and response. Then Electric mode will lock in the electrical
fore of the X5 xDrive45e to use up all its charge before igniting
the engine. Battery Hold mode retains a selected level of battery
charge set that the energy has be preserved for later on.
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For example, when driving on a highway, the
electrical charge will be used up quicker so if the
Battery Hold eDrive setting is engaged, this battery power can be used once off of the highway
and driving around at a low speed to reduce fuel
consumption.
Here is a very descriptive video by Max:
https://youtu.be/zFs_kstEewI

THE ALL-ELECTRIC BMW iX
Tune in next month for the daring expose of
the BMW iX. The future of driving is electric, and
BMW has the expertise, passion and technology
to raise the bar of electric mobility far beyond
expectations.
The unique design theory behind the iX was
to build a living space on wheels. Loaded with
Shy Tech features and functionalities to enhance
your driving experience while retaining an unintrusive appearance, the all-electric SAV with a
range of up to 475 kilometers is truly a pioneer
of a new age.
The BMW iX is available for reservation with
a fully refundable deposit of $2,000.
Be one of the first to reserve the electric
future at Calgary BMW or BMW Gallery.
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4-Year/80,000km
BMW NO-CHARGE
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

The Ultimate Drive for Your Adventure

2021 BMW X1

2021 BMW X3

2021 BMW X5

Lease for

Lease for

Lease for

$498/mo

$598/mo

$999/mo

$1,500 Down

$3,000 Down

$2,386 Down

BOOK A TEST DRIVE TODAY!
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*Lease offer valid O.A.C. through May 31, 2021. Based on demo 2021 X1 xDrive28i (N24371CC RDR, VIN: WBXJG9C01M3M37965) / new 2021 X3 xDrive30i (N24940, VIN: 5UXTY5C02M9G67315) / demo 2021 BMW X5 xDrive40i (N24366 CC) for 48 months, total of 47 monthly payments of $498 Plus GST / $598 Plus GST /$999 including tax at 2.99% / 3.99% /
3.99% APR. 12000-km allowance per year (12 cents/km excess charge). Includes discount of $2,908.70/$6,246.66/$8,000. Total obligation: $28,045.59 / $34760.59 / $52,273.51.
$3,465.06 / $5,245.06 / $5,320.51, due at signing includes $1,500 down / $3,000 down / $2,385.18 down or trade equivalent, upfront costs, and taxes. Prices exclude GST, unless
otherwise noted. Model may not be exactly as shown. See dealer for details.
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